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Macanese Cuisine Database
Theme Corner Unveiled
On 24 November, the Macanese Cuisine Database
Theme Corner (

澳⾨⼟⽣菜資料庫專題室 ) was

unveiled at IFTM Library (Mong-ha Campus).
Exploring the various aspects of Macanese cuisine,
original copies of 26 books as well as duplicates of
19 manuscripts can be found at the themed corner.
IFTM Library will continue to acquire publications
related

✉ library@iftm.edu.mo

☎ (853) 8598 3071

to

Macanese

cuisine

for

education,

inheritance and promotion of the extraordinary
culture and tradition of Macanese gastronomy.

⌨ www.iftm.edu.mo/library
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Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau University
Library Alliance Youth Scholar Forum 2020
On 27 November, the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau University Library Alliance
(GHMULA) Youth Scholar Forum 2020 was held virtually via Zoom and physically at Sun
Yat-sen University, Guangzhou.
Themed Library Innovation, the Forum featured 11 presentations from library
practitioners from various higher education institutes in the Greater Bay Area. They
shared their insights and perspectives on library's transformation and reformation with
modern cutting-edge technology.
Although unable to participate in person, IFTM Library joined the Forum via Zoom.
Having learned from the precious experience of other libraries, IFTM Library will
continue to enhance our expertise to better assist our users.
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Free Magazine Distribution
To fully utilise resources, the Free Magazine Distribution event was
held in October in both Mong-ha and Taipa Campus Library.
Ranging from finance, travel, lifestyle and more, hundreds of back
issues are available for students and staff to choose from.
In case you have missed the event, there are always free magazines
at the entrance of the Library for you to take home. Titles include
Macau Convention & Exhibition, Macau Business, Books and the
City, NG Plus, Fantasia, just to name a few. There are also academic

journals and books from time to time. Feel free to drop by and take
a look!
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Online Workshops

Watch & Learn

Enhancing information literacy of our

In order to make it easier for students to

students has always been one of the

learn how to use library facilities, we

major goals of the Library. With the

have produced a couple videos for

academic year in full swing, we have

users to get to know our services and

arranged plentiful online workshops in

facilities. At the moment, users can

collaboration

(Macau

watch videos about self-check machine,

Academic Library Alliance) in order to

MALA HUB interlibrary loan services,

improve student's information literacy

etc.

with

MALA

skills. Over a dozen workshops were held
in the past 3 months.

More

videos

information

will

literacy

be

created

education

for
and

Stay tuned for more seminars, workshops

promotion which can be accessed

and training sessions on different topics

anytime, anywhere.

throughout the year!
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eBook Trials from Springer & ScienceDirect
IFTM Library is always striving to explore new resources that are useful for our users.
For the months of October to December, we are delighted to arrange trial for 2 ebook
databases.

Springer

ebook

Subject

Collection

ScienceDirect

ebook

collection

(Reference module - Humanities & Social

includes

Sciences) allows full-text access for more

publications across various content

than 100 e-books published by Springer

types and years such as Gastronomy

in

approximately

30,000

Titles

include

and Food Science (2020), Microclimate

Tourism

(2016),

for Cultural Heritage (2019), etc. All

Handbook of Eating and Drinking (2020),

chapters download is available for

and more.

textbooks, monographs, books series

2016

-

Encyclopedia

2020.
of

and handbook volumes as well as
major reference works.
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Story
Relaxing the Mind in Serenity
Ubaldino Couto
Lecturer, School of Hospitality Management

The campus is where we learn – we attend lectures, we exchange ideas and we engage
in research. It is where our mind is at work all the time. But how do we relax and let the
mind rest? Most of us will intuitively turn to our mobile phones and start scrolling our
social media feeds, play games or go through photos we have taken with friends. This is
probably what and how we call being relaxed is. But how about if we want to ‘unplug’
ourselves and truly relax physically and mentally? Morpheus in the movie Matrix
famously advised Neo, “I’m trying to free your mind but I can only show you the door.
You’re the one that has to walk through it”. Allow me to show you.
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Every now and then, I find myself – almost intuitively –
walking into the Taipa Campus Library, pick up a book
and sit on the sofa and start browsing its contents. It
may be a book about the latest research in social
science, or something about food culture, even an
overview of the basics of financial management. But

Want to be a part of Nexus ?
Feel free to drop us an email if
you are interested in writing for
us. It can be a short article,
book review or anything related
to the library!

the point is, my mind is no longer filled with things
bothering me but I am able to wander into random
thoughts based on what I am reading. I may not learn
anything new from these random and casual thoughts
but I am given a rare, quiet and even enlightening
moment I indulge in my own thoughts – to relax. All it
takes is fifteen minutes of my time but I am rewarded
with a fresh mind to keep going. So, quite literally, free
your mind.
Ubaldino Couto is actively engaged in research related to social issues in festivals and
events. He's particularly involved with research in diaspora festivals and equality in
events, safeguarding cultural festivals and has a keen interest in the Macanese identity.
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